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Electronic Raman Scattering and DX Centers in Gar-*Al*As: Te
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The first observation of the electronic Raman scattering by Te donors in Ga1-,Al*As(x>0.61) at low

tenperatures is reported. These experiments revealed the existence of the electronic Raman transition ass<rciated

with electrons trapped at an effective-mass-like level. At higher temperatures, this level is depopulated to the

benefit of a deep state which has all the characters of the DX center. These results indicate once again a shallow-

deep bistable character of donor impurities in Ga1-,Al,As(x)0,22).
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l. Introduction
Ilt - V alloy serniconductors are important

rnaterials for solid state devices. Because they
have properties which rnake thern attractive for
fabricating heterojunction devices such as lasers,

light-ernitting diodes, and various types of
transistors r these alloy serniconductors have been

studied extensively in the last 20 years. Deep

donor levels, which are often called DX centers,

have been observed in many llt - V alloy
serniconductors. Not only because of their
peculiar and interesting properties, but also

because an understanding of the physics of this
deep level is necessary in order to deterrnine the

usefulness of these rnaterials for heterojunction
deviae structures, DX centers have also been

extensively studied. Despite all this, the

rnicroscopic structure of the deep donor level in
these alloy serniconductors rernains

controversial. t'l Under general conditionsr the
DX centers becorne rnore stable than the shallow
donors and the shallow donors transtorrn into DX
centers. The rnechanisrn for this transiiorrnation

is not yet fully understood. tzl While a great deal

of progress has been rnade in the understanding of
the DX center, the charge state of the defect is
still a rnain subject of controversy. [2J

On the other hand, Rarnan scattering at low
temperanres has proved a useful tool

for the observation of electronic transitions in
semiconductors. In particular, it is an

appropriate tool to investigate the vally-orbit
snlittins of clonor states of siven narifv in indireef

gap serniconductors. Since the lower conduction

band of Gar-*Al.As(x)0.45) is known to

change from the l- to the X point of the Brillouin

zone, it is expected r but rernains to be

demonstrated, that the related shallow-deep

impurity state transition will favor the

appdarance of electronic Rarnan scattering '
allowing for a possible comparison between these

entities and DX centers. For ttris reason r w€

have perforrned Rarnan experirnents on

Gar-*Al.As(x)0. 61) samples at low

temperatures.

2. Experimental

The samples used in this study were Te-

doped Gao.ea Alo.eo As and Gao.esAlo.erAs grown

by liquid phase epitzury ( LPE ) on n-GaAs

substrates. The concentrations of Te donor

impurities in these epitaxial layers were

5x1016_ 5xl0r7cm-3.
Rarnan scattering experiments were

performed on these sarnples at low ternperatures

changed frorn 20K to 300K. The temperature

variation, obtained with the use of a helium-flow
cryostat, was monitored by a therrnocouple

which was cornposed of a chromel and a alloy of
gold with iron glued to the heat sink. The

514. Snrn line of an Ar+ laser was used in thesre

experiments, it approxirnated to a quasi-resonant

condition giving rise to a large spectral signal. ln
order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, a

slowly scanning method was used in our
exneriments-
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3. Results and Discusslon

Fig. I and Fig. 2 represent the essential

results which were the evolutions of Raman

spectra with temperature change obtained from

our experiments, At low ternperatures (such as

20K, 40K and 80K) , a new speak occurred at

about 320 cm-1. As soon as the sarnpls were

heated over 100K (such as 110K and 120K), flre
new speak disappeared. Clearly, This new speak

which appeared at low ternperatures had all the

characteristics of the elecffonic Rarnan scattering

due to shallow donor impurities in indirect band

gap serniconductors.

Temporarily, regardless of DX level being

in U - V alloy semiconductors, tlre shallow donor

states rnay be introduced into Gar-*Al,As by Te

impurities zubstituting for As atoms. We assume

that the conduction band rninima of
Gar-*ALAs(x)0. 45) are at the Brillouin zone

boundary in the (100) direction, i. e. , there are

three equivalent minima. The symmetries of the

Te donor impurities in Gar-*Al*As depends upon

they substitute for the rnore electronegative As

atoms. The As site donors have S-fike

slrrnmetry. tsl This threefold degeneracy of the lS
donor glound statq.in Ga1-,Al,As (x)0.45)
due to rnultiple valleys is lifted by valley-orbit
interactions, producting a lowest singlet tS(Ar)
and a doublet 15 (E). The transitions between

these states gve rise to the electronic Rarnan

scattering in our experirnents.

Ln reality, it is well known that DX centers

exist as a general call of defests inherent ro

Car-*Al*As (x)0.22). The characteristics of
DX centers are quite unusual. The most

pronounced characteristic of this class of defects is

its very large lattice relaxation. This grves rise to

two striking phenomena 3 Bersistent
photoconductivity and a very large Stokes

sNft. irl
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However r it is observed in our experiments that at

low ternperatures (such as 20K, 40K and 80K) 
'

the existence of tlre electronic Rarnan scattering is

associated with electrons ffapped to an effective-

nrass-like level. Obviouslyr it shows that the

effective-mass-like state is of photon-induced at

low terngrevatures. The photoinduced rnetastable

state can last without quenching for an

irnrneasurably long time at low temperatures. The

only way of restoring a previous state of the DX

center is to heat a photoconverted sample to about

100-1596. trl Therefore at higher temperatures

( such as 110K or 120K ) ' the new speak

disappeared. It is e:rpressed that this level is

depopulated to the benefit of a deep state which

has all the characteristics of the DX-like level.

These results indicate once again a shallow-deep

bistable character of Te donor irnpurities in

Gar-*Al*As (x). 0ZZ) . tsJ

4. Conclusions

The investigations of Rarnan scattering

experirnents performed on Te-doped Gar-* Al*As

(x20. 61) sarnples as a function of temperafirre

show that in the gtven alloy cornpositions

corresponding to the indirect-band-gap structure,

the optical induced rnetastable state of the Te

donor irnpurties at low ternperatures is the usual

effective-rnass-like state giving rise to the

electronic Raman scattering. This metastability

dimppears at higher terryleratures to the benefit of

a stable DX-Iike deep state. It shows the

bistablility of donor

Ga1-*Al*As(x) 0. 22).

irnpurities in
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